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Abstract: In this study, a dislocation density-based model is introduced to analyze slip transmission
across grain boundaries in polycrystalline materials. The method applies a combination of the
misorientation of neighboring grains and resolved shear stress on relative slip planes. This model
is implemented into a continuum dislocation dynamics framework and extended to consider
the physical interaction between mobile dislocations and grain boundaries. The model takes
full account of the geometry of the grain boundary, the normal and direction of incoming and
outgoing slip systems, and the extended stress field of the boundary and dislocation pileups at the
boundary. The model predicts that slip transmission is easier across grain boundaries when the
misorientation angle between the grains is small. The modeling results are verified with experimental
nanoindentation results for polycrystalline copper samples.

Keywords: grain boundary dislocation interaction; visco plastic self-consistent method; continuum
dislocation dynamics; Hall-Petch model; Nye’s tensor; nanoindentation

1. Introduction

The interaction of the grain boundary (GB) and mobile dislocations plays an important role in
the plasticity of polycrystals. Such interactions depend on the crystallographic orientation of the
neighboring grains at the GB and the stress concentration on the corresponding slip planes that
accommodate the plastic slip [1]. A full description of slip transmission across GBs involves several
parameters such as the misorientation of the neighboring grains, the Burgers vector and the glide
planes of the dislocations, the global stress, and temperature [1]. There are several studies that have
analyzed the dislocation-GB interaction at a small scale using molecular dynamics, up to a large scale
by applying continuum mechanic theories. Almost all of these studies show that this interaction is
very complex [1].

Dislocation movement within grains and across the boundaries between adjacent grains cause the
deformation of polycrystalline metals [2]. According to [3], the yield stress is directly affected by the
density of grain boundaries in the metal. Most of the metals and alloys are polycrystalline structures
with a grain size in the range of one micrometer. Polycrystalline metals have different mechanical
properties than those of single crystal ones.

Although the grain and grain boundary have very important roles in the mechanical performance
of metals, limited models have been developed based on a number of assumptions. One of the main
models for grain size strengthening was proposed by Hall and Petch, based on the idea of dislocation
pileup [4,5]. According to this model, dislocations pile up against the grain boundary and the leading
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dislocation can then pass through the grain boundary when the stress at the head of the pileup
exceeds the critical obstacle strength, τobs. The length of dislocation pileup depends on the number of
dislocations in the pileup and the applied shear stress [6–8]. The stress at the tip of the pile up can be
calculated as τtip = nτa, where n is the number of dislocations in the pileup and τa is the applied shear
stress. When considering the τtip as the friction stress and substituting it in the Hall-Petch equation,
one gets the following equation [8]:

σy = σ0 + M(
µbτobs

πk
)d
−1
2 (1)

where M is the Taylor factor (~3) and d is the grain size. The effect of dislocation pileup can be seen in
a more general equation in terms of a power law formula given by the following equation [9,10]:

σy = σ0 + kd
1
n (−3 < n < −1) (2)

where σy and d are the yield stress and the mean grain size of the material, respectively, and σ0

and k are the material constants that are usually referred to as the friction stress and the Hall-Petch
slope, respectively.

Equation (1) or Equation (2) can be used to fit experimental data, but there are some issues with
this model [11]. In general, this model predicts the basic role of the grain boundary as an obstacle to
dislocation motion. However, the lack of consistency of this model with experiments and its shortfall
in representing dislocation densities highlight the need to introduce a new model to address these
deficiencies. The current work proposes a predictive model to simulate the deformation of metal
polycrystals for any number of grains. The continuum dislocation dynamics model applies local
grain boundary properties including the angle of the grain boundary plane, the misorientation of
neighboring grains, and the size of the grains.

Experimental studies reveal the role of grain boundaries as a dislocation obstacle [12–15].
Additionally, it has been found that in the case of dislocation transmission, the choice of slip system for
the incoming and outgoing slip system is predictable [16]. In this work, it is shown that the choice of
slip systems is not only influenced by the grain boundary plane and the orientation relation between
the neighboring grains that are involved in slip transmission, but also by the resolved shear stress on
various activated slip systems on those planes.

In this research, a visco plastic self-consistent (VPSC) model is coupled with a continuum
dislocation dynamics (CDD) model to simulate slip transmission across grain boundaries in
polycrystalline metals based on dislocation mechanisms that can be clearly identified and quantified
in discrete dislocation dynamics (DDD). By implementing dislocation- grain boundary theory in a
2D Voronoi tessellation diagram, with each voronoi cell representing an individual grain, we are
able to capture the grain boundary-dislocation interaction effect. Although the framework and the
theory developed in this work, as described in the following sections, are applicable for any type of
polycrystalline material, the focus in this paper is on copper with an FCC crystallographic structure.
A comparison between the results obtained from this model and observations from nanoindentation
experiments sheds light on the deformation mechanisms in the crystals.

The hierarchy of this work is structured as following. In Section 3, the VPSC and CDD framework
and the basic equations are introduced. The Grain boundary dislocation flux interaction methodology
is explained at the end of this section. In Section 4, the implementation of the controlled voronoi
tessellation (CPVT) model into VPSC-CDD is discussed. This section is followed by one in which the
numerical results from tensile loading for different structures are analyzed. In the last part of this
section, the effect of an extended stress field of the grain boundary and long-range interaction of grains
in the structure is evaluated for several structures. In Section 5, experimental nanoindentation results
for pure copper are analyzed and the mechanical behavior predictions from the model are compared
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with those results. Eventually, in the conclusion section, the results and achievements of this work
are highlighted.

2. Dislocation Density-Based Crystal Plasticity

In this study, a multiscale framework is developed, coupling a continuum dislocation dynamics
(CDD) model developed by [17,18] with a viscoplastic self-consistent (VPSC) model developed by [19].
The VPSC model describes the non-homogenous plastic deformation behavior in a polycrystalline
material based on the theory of crystal plasticity and anisotropic materials. In this framework,
anisotropic regions such as grains or phases are represented as viscoplastic inclusions located in
a homogenous effective medium and surrounded by other grains of polycrystalline material [20].
The plastic deformation of each grain is initially analyzed by applying rate dependent crystal plasticity
equations. In the next step, a homogenization pattern is introduced to calculate the macroscopic
mechanical behavior and to evolve the texture of the polycrystalline material.

By coupling the CDD and VPSC models, the hardening of each grain is calculated with non-linear
rate sensitive equations. The coupling of these two models makes it possible to capture the size effect.
One equation which plays a key role in this coupling is the Orowan relation for the plastic shearing

.
γ

α

on each system α [21]:
.
γ

α
= ρα

Mbvα
g (3)

where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, ρα
M is the mobile dislocation density of slip system α,

and vα
g is the average dislocation glide velocity. In this relation, the hardening of each grain is related

to internal state variables like the mobile dislocation density and velocity.
The average dislocation glide velocity is calculated from the following power law equation:

vα
g = v0

∣∣∣∣ τα

τα
cr

∣∣∣∣1/m
sign(τα) (4)

where vα
g is directly related to the ratio of the resolved shear stress τα to the critical resolved shear stress

along the slip system α, τα
cr; v0 is the reference velocity; and m is the strain rate sensitivity exponent.

Here, v0 is a numerical constant as the normalization factor which is set as 4× 10−5 m/s [18] and the
power factor m is set as 0.012 [22]. The critical resolved shear stress can be decomposed into two
terms, i.e.,

τα
cr = τα

0 + τα
H (5)

where τα
0 is the reference shear stress known as the lattice friction stress for moving dislocations, and

τα
H is the forest dislocation hardening which is caused by the interaction between inserting dislocations.

The forest dislocation hardening is given by the following equation:

τα
H = α∗bµ

N

∑
s=1

Ωαs
√

ρs
TS (6)

This equation is known as Baily Hirsch relation [23], where µ is the shear modulus; α* is a
numerical factor in the order of 0.1; and Ωαs is a dislocation interaction matrix that describes the
interaction between slip system s and slip system α where the elements of this matrix depend on the
crystal structure, as well as the isotropic and anisotropic interaction of dislocations in the material [24].
Since we assume isotropic hardening, all the elements of this matrix are set to one [25]. The term ρs

TS is
the total statistically stored dislocation density (SDD) on slip system s.

In the current CDD framework, the dislocation density on each slip system α is decomposed into
a mobile dislocation density ρM, and an immobile dislocation density, ρI , i.e., terms ρs

TS = ρs
M + ρs

I .
The evolution equations for ρM and ρI are given by the following equations:

.
ρ

α
M = vα. ∇ρα

M + g1(ρ
α
M, ρα

I ) (7)
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.
ρ

α
I = g2(ρ

α
M, ρα

I ) (8)

where the first term in the evolution equation for
.
ρ

α
M corresponds to the dislocation flux which will be

explained in detail in the following section. The second term refers to six specific dislocation interaction
mechanisms; each of these mechanisms can be analyzed in discrete dislocation dynamics. For instant,
mobile dislocations generated from the Frank-Read sources, in addition to the multiplication and
propagation of resident dislocations, are defined as

.
ρ

α
M = α1ρα

Mvα
g/l̃α

g , where the l̃α
g is a mean free

path of mobile dislocations in the α plane, which satisfies the Equation l̃α
g = (ρ

(α)
M )
− 1

2 . Annihilation
mechanisms for the mobile dislocations occur when two opposite sign dislocations move towards
each other in same slip plane, and the rate is

.
ρ

α
M = α22Rcρα

Mρα
Mvα

g. Mobile dislocations and immobile
dislocations can transform into each other in certain conditions. When mobile dislocations turn into
immobile dislocations due to the interaction, such as the junction and dipole formation, the rate is
concerned as

.
ρ

α
M = α3ρα

Mvα
g/l̃α

g , where l̃α
g is the dislocation mean free path. Conversely, immobile

dislocations can also break junctions, dipoles, pinning parts, etc., at a critical stress condition, which
gives

.
ρ

α
M = α4(|τα|/τα

cr)
rρα

I vα
g/l̃α

g and r is a numerical constant set to 0.5. Cross slipping also contributes

to the dislocation densities with a rate of
.
ρ

α
M = α5

N
∑

β=1
Pβαρ

β
Mvα

g/l̃α
g , where α5 is the fraction of screw

dislocations and Pβα is a matrix consisting of a 0 and 1 term that denotes the probability for a screw
dislocation on the β slip plane to cross slip to the α plane; this parameter can be obtained from
Monte-Carlo [17] analysis. Finally, the α6 parameter represents annihilation between the mobile and
immobile dislocations, which reduces the dislocation densities at the rate of

.
ρ

α
M = α6Rcρα

Mρα
I vα

g, where
Rc is the critical radius for interaction between two dislocations which is set as fifteen times the Burgers
vector. Combing all the mechanisms listed above, one gets the evolution equations for mobile and
immobile dislocation densities, without the flux term.

.
ρ

α
M = α1ρα

Mvα
g/l̃α

g − α22Rcρα
Mρα

Mvα
g − α3ρα

Mvα
g/l̃α

g + α4(|τα|/τα
cr)

rρα
I vα

g/l̃α
g

+α5
N
∑

β=1
Pβαρ

β
Mvα

g/l̃α
g − α6Rcρα

Mρα
I vα

g

(9)

.
ρ

α
I = α3ρα

Mvα
g/l̃α

g − α4(|τα|/τα
cr)

rρα
I vα

g/l̃α
g − α6Rcρα

Mρα
I vα

g (10)

where α1 to α6 are the material parameters which can be obtained from discrete dislocation dynamics
analyses and experimental results curve fitting. Table 1 shows the definition of each of those terms.
In passing, we note that the mobile dislocation density can be further decomposed into two sets: one
for mobile dislocations with “positive” Burgers vectors and one for dislocations within “negative”
Burgers vectors, which makes it possible to predict the dislocation patterning within each grain, but
requires an extensive computational effort [26].

Table 1. Definition of each term in evaluation Equations (9) and (10).

Terms Definition

α1
Multiplication and growth of resident dislocations as well as the production of new

dislocations from Frank-Reed sources in the slip system α
α2 Mutual annihilation of two mobile edge or screw dislocations
α3 Mobile dislocations turns into immobile dislocations
α4 Immobile dislocations turns to mobilization
α5 cross-slip
α6 Annihilation between mobile and immobile dislocations
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Grain Boundary Dislocation Flux Interaction Methodology

Bi-crystal experiments show that the orientation relationship between neighboring grains affects
the grain boundary-dislocation interaction [27]. However, in polycrystals, the situation can be more
complex, since there are many different possible orientation relationships between grains. According
to [28,29], the distribution of these orientation relationships can be judged as a whole by applying
statistical methods.

Two main conditions are considered here in order to select slip systems in each grain with enough
potential for dislocation flux across the grain boundary: (1) the state of stress on each slip system; and
(2) the geometry of slip direction and normal with respect to the grain boundary plane. According
to [29], a simple geometrical condition can be applied between adjacent grains for slip transfer. Figure 1
shows a grain boundary and two slip systems from neighbor grains A and B. The angles δ (δ is the
angle between the intersection lines of slip planes of the two grains with the boundary plane) and
κ (κ is the angle between the slip directions laying in the considered slip planes) are introduced.
It should be noted that δ and κ must not exceed critical values δc and κc respectively, in order to
have slip transfer. As can be seen from Figure 1, δ = 0 makes a rooftop schematic, which is the most
favorable configuration. For δ > 0, the lines of intersection deviate and slip transfer thus requires the
simultaneous initiation of dislocation loops in the neighbor grains in many parallel slip planes [30].
Therefore, the efficiency of slip transfer significantly reduces when δ increases. According to [31],
15 degrees is the critical limit for δ. From the figure below, the orientation of δ can only be evaluated
if the orientation of the boundary plane is known. Since it is almost impossible to measure this
orientation, determining δ would be a problem. To overcome this issue, the angle ε between the two
slip planes’ normal is considered. ε lies in the range of 0 to 90 and ε < εc = δc. Moreover, there is a
limit for the slip direction, i.e., k < kc = 45 degrees [31]. Considering all of these for a grain orientation
relationship between neighboring grains for FCC crystals, ε and κ are evaluated for all available slip
systems for pile up and emitted grains. If ∅1,∅,∅2 are our Euler angles to characterize an orientation
relationship for the texture, it is possible to assign a slip transmissivity number λ(∅1,∅,∅2) to each
slip system in each grain, as shown below:

λ = cos (
90
εc

εi) cos (
90
kc

ki) (11)

where εi < εc and κi < κc, respectively. It is necessary to mention that the same geometrical condition
can be applied for BCC materials and even for phase boundaries as dislocation obstacles [31].
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In order to predict all of the activated slip systems for dislocation flux across grain boundaries,
the resolved shear stress on each potential plane needs to be considered, in combination with the
geometrical condition [2]. For a given slip system on the incoming side of a boundary, the minimum
value of τGB is chosen from the values computed for all of the allowed outgoing slip systems.
The transmissivity ranges from 0 to 1, representing the maximum and minimum grain boundary stress,
respectively. Equation (12) reveals a proper estimate of the grain boundary strength by applying the
transmissivity number calculated for each grain boundary from Equation (11).

τGB = (1− λ)τmax (12)

where τmax is the maximum grain boundary obstacle strength. Based on [32], the maximum grain
boundary obstacle strength is considered as five times the yield strength of the material, which is
350 MPa for copper with a yield strength of 70 MPa. According to [2], the amount of stress needed
for dislocation transmission can vary and depends on the Burgers vector of dislocation or the type of
grain boundary, which is considered in this work by applying a specific transmissivity number (λ) for
each specific grain boundary.

If two slip systems from neighboring grains meet the necessary geometrical conditions, then the
shear stress and critical resolved shear stress on those slip systems are evaluated. If the resolved shear
stress is more than the critical resolved shear stress on the selected potential slip systems, then the
velocity of the dislocations on those slip systems can be calculated by applying Equation (4). In order
to compare the effect of these phenomena, an impenetrable grain boundary is designed which leads to
a pileup of dislocations that have the potential to transfer across the grain boundaries.

Once the potential slip planes are recognized and they satisfy all of the conditions for slip
transmission across the grain boundary, the flux term in Equation (7) is calculated as follows. Figure 2
shows a schematic of dislocation flux between two grains, A and B. Assuming that the flux is in the
direction indicated in the figure, the dislocation flux term is approximated as:

.
ρ
(α)
flux = vα. ∇ρα

M
∼= vα

g
ρ
(α)B
M − ρ

(α)A
M

L(α)
(13)

Upon using the Orowan relation (3), Equation (13) can be written in terms of plastic shearing as:

.
ρ
(α)
flux = vα. ∇ρα

M
∼=

1

bL(α)
[

.
γ
(α)B − .

γ
(α)A

] (14)

where ∆X is the distance between the centers of grains A and B, and it is assumed that L(α) = ∆X/2.
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The above system of equations is numerically integrated with a fixed time step. At the end of
each integration step, the redistribution of the mobile dislocation density is considered by adding the
calculated net flux term to the mobile dislocation density rate in Equation (9) for each specific grain
and slip system.

3. Implementation of 2D Controlled Poisson Voronoi Tessellation (CPVT) Model

The original development of the VPSC model is dimensionless, with no need to specify the spatial
positions of the grains and domain size. However, in order to capture the grain boundary-dislocation
interaction, a spatial representative domain representing the polycrystalline material is defined and
appropriately discretized to represent grain size and distribution. In order to investigate the stochastic
nature of the microstructure, a controlled Poisson Voronoi tessellation (CPVT) model is applied to
generate a two-dimensional virtual grain structure. As discussed in [33,34], in this model, a parameter
δ is defined as the minimum distance among the neighbor grains as:

δ = αdreg (15)

where α ∈ [0, 1] represents a “regularity” parameter used to represent a proper grain size distribution
and dreg is the distance between any two adjacent seeds, namely:

dreg = (
2A0

N
√

3
)

1/2
(16)

with A0 being the domain area and N representing the number of hexagons in the domain. If the grain
size values are normalized by the mean grain size, then a one-parameter gamma distribution function
can also provide proper fitting for grain size distribution in terms of the area, as shown below:

Px,x+dx =
cc

Γ(c)
xc−1e−cxdx x > 0 (17)

Γ(c) =
∫ ∞

0
xc−1e−cxdx (18)

where P is the grain size distribution function, Γ(c) is the gamma function, and the parameter c (c >1)
is the only distribution variable in the above functions [35].The relation between the parameter c and
regularity α is given by:

a(c) = A(z(c)− z0)
k+nz(c), c0 ≤ c (19)

where z(c) = c/cm, z0 = c0/cm, c0 = 3.555, cm = 47.524, A = 0.738895, k = 0.323911, and n = −0.4114367.
In this work, we generate the Voronoi tessellation by controlling the regularity parameter α, which

changes between 0 and 1. The details for determining the distribution parameter c can be found in [33].
In the future, we will consider how the parameter c affects the generation of the Voronoi space.

In a two-dimensional domain, the space can be discretized using the CVPT model described
above, resulting in a triangular mesh with each element in the mesh representing a grain. Then,
each grain is assigned a crystallographic orientation randomly, and its neighbors can be determined
according to its spatial locations in the mesh. The stress state, strain, and dislocation densities in each
element can be computed using the coupled CDD-VPSC model.

Here, we applied a free boundary condition for grains located at the domain borders and this
may lead to less accurate results. This will be addressed in the future by applying other boundary
conditions. The CPVT method can also be extended to three spatial dimensions, with an increased
computational effort.
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4. Numerical Results and Discussion

In this work, the effect of dislocation flux on the mechanical behavior of copper with a face center
cubic (FCC) crystalline structure is analyzed. There are 12 Slip systems for the FCC lattice structure
materials that are considered. A normal distribution function is applied for the initial dislocation
density of each slip system within the microstructure for each grain; however, the immobile dislocation
density is the same for all the slip systems in each grain. The average mobile dislocation density value
is adjusted with experimental TEM results, which is 2 × 1013 m−2. The total dislocation density is
ρT = ρM + ρI , representing the sum of the mobile and immobile dislocation density in each slip system
in each grain. Several simulations are considered under the following assumptions. Dislocations only
interact with other dislocations within the same slip system in a single grain. The structure of the
initial grains’ texture is almost random. Figure 3 shows the pole figure of the applied initial texture.
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In order to show the interaction of grain boundaries and dislocations, textures with different
numbers of grains are considered. The effect of dislocation flux across grain boundaries is analyzed for
polycrystalline Cu textures with 4, 30, 100, and 300 grains. Figure 4 shows a 2D representation of these
structures. The sample scale size is 100 µm× 100 µm.
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The mechanical response of copper for structures with different numbers of grains is studied
by conducting a tensile test under a constant strain rate of 1 × 10−3 s−1. Figure 5 shows the true
stress-strain curve of a polycrystalline copper sample with 4, 30, 100, and 300 grains. The dash lines
are the stress-strain curves for the cases without slip transmission (impenetrable grain boundary)
phenomena and the solid lines are with transmission. The comparison of curves shows that the
dislocation transmission across the grain boundary causes relaxation of the structures. The model
considers the orientation of the plane of grain boundaries, slip systems of neighboring grains, and
state of shear stress on the slip systems, in order to be able to choose which slip systems have enough
potential to display dislocation flux across that specific grain boundary.
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Figure 6 shows the results for a polycrystal of Cu with 5000 grains. The number of grains that
meet the mentioned conditions for slip transmission is increased in this structure. Again, it can clearly
be seen that the slip transmission across grain boundaries has an impact on the stress-strain curve.
However, as the total area of the sample is fixed, by increasing the number of grains, the grain size
is decreased, leading to a reduction of the mean free path. Therefore, the dislocation-dislocation
interaction within each grain would be the dominant mechanism for increasing the strength of the
structure. Therefore, by increasing the number of grains, the difference in the stress-strain response
between the cases with and without slip transmission becomes smaller.
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Effect of Extended Stress Field of Grain Boundary and Long-Range Interaction of Dislocations

The model presented in the previous section for the dislocation-grain boundary interaction, and
similarly to Hall-Petch models, treats the grain boundary as an obstacle, which has a local intrinsic
strength that dislocations need to overcome in order to cross the boundary. However, in a more
accurate treatment, the grain boundary, as well as the dislocation pileups against it, have extended
stress fields, which in turn, exert back stress on dislocations within the grain interior. In this section,
the effect of the long-range interaction of dislocation densities in neighboring grains on each grain and
the stress field of the grain boundary is considered.

In a generalized treatment, dislocations at material point
→
x′ can be represented in terms of Nye’s

tensor αhm, which in turn represents the net dislocation density that gives rise to long-range stress
field σr

ij(
→
x ) (Figure 7). The long-range stress field is given by Mura’s integral equation [36]:

σr
ij(
→
x ) = Cijkl

∫
V′

εlnhCpqmnGkp,q(
→
x −→x

′
)αhmdV′ (20)

where Cijkl is the elasticity forth-order tensor, εlnh is the permutation tensor, Gkp is Greens function,
and “q” indicates the spatial derivative. For the isotropic elasticity assumed in this work, the term
CpqmnGkp,q is expressed as:

CpqmnGkp,q(x1 − x′1, x2 − x′2, x3 − x′3)

= −1
8π(1−ν1)

[(1− 2ν1)
δni(xm−x′m)+δim(xn−x′n)−δmn(xi−x′i)

R3 + 3 (xm−x′m)(xn−x′n)(xi−x′i)
R5 ]

(21)

in which R =
√
(x1 − x′1)

2 + (x2 − x′2)
2 + (x3 − x′3)

2 and δij is Dirac’s delta function.
Within the continuum plasticity framework, the rate form of Nye’s tensor αhm is the curl of the

plastic stretching tensor Lp
il [37], i.e.,

.
αij = εjkl L

p
il,k (22)

This equation is implemented in the VPSC-CDD numerical model using the voronoi tessellation
model (CPVT). At each integration step, once the strain and strain rate tensors are evaluated for
each grain, the spatial gradients and thus the dislocation density tensor can compute numerically at
the center of each grain. Here, the gradient of the plastic strain results from different strains across
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neighboring grains, and hence the resulting dislocation density tensor, reflects the density of the
dislocation pileups at the grain boundaries (see insert in Figure 8).
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As discussed above, classical models treat the grain boundary as a local obstacle with an intrinsic
strength. In a more accurate treatment, one can represent the grain boundary (small-angle and
large-angle boundaries) as an ensemble of sets of discrete dislocations whose Burgers vectors B,
line senses ζ, and spacing λ can be computed using Frank’s Formula [8]. Then, by modeling the
boundary as a boundary layer (see insert in Figure 8) which has a small thickness of the order of a few
Burgers vectors (~5b) [36], the discrete dislocations in the boundary can then expressed in terms of the
continuous distribution of the dislocation density tensor αhm [38]:

αij =
m

∑
k=1

ρ(k)Bi
(k)ζ j

(k) (23)

where m is the total number of grain boundary dislocation sets: 1, 2, or 3, depending on the
characteristics of the boundary, and ρ(k) is the dislocation density in the boundary.
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The long-range stress field, from both the dislocation density tensor due to the dislocation pileup
Equation (22), and from the grain boundary dislocations, is implemented into the VPSC-CDD model.
Since the stress field decreases when increasing the distance from the dislocation source, here, we
only focus on calculating the long-range internal stress at the center of a given grain that is caused by
dislocations in the neighboring grains. The long-range stress is considered as a back stress, which in
turn contributes to the effect of the resolved shear stress:

τRSS = mij(σij + σr
ij) (24)

where mij, σij, and σr
ij are the Schmid factor, applied stress, and back stress, respectively.

The dislocation transmission across grain boundaries, with the effect of back stresses, is
re-examined for four microstructures with 30, 100, 300, and 5000 grains in the VPSC-CDD framework.
The blue dash line shows this effect in each graph. As can be readily seen in the stress-strain curves,
the long-range internal stress effect does not have a significant effect on the overall macroscopic
stress-strain behavior. This can be explained by putting the results shown in Figure 8 in perspective.
Here, we simulate the deformation behavior of two grains whose boundary is treated as a thin material
layer with dislocations using the VPSC-CDD model. The shear stress field resulting from the dislocation
density tensor representing the net dislocations in the boundary layer is shown. As can be deduced
from the figure, the stress decreases rapidly away from the boundary; at 200b away from the boundary,
the shear stress is almost negligible in comparison to the flow stresses shown in Figure 9. For Cu,
b = 0.25 nm and this distance is about 50 nm, which is far away from the center of the grain. However,
at distances close to the grain boundary (less than 50b), this can be important for the dislocation grain
boundary interaction, since the shear stress of the dislocations at the tip of the incoming pileup of
dislocations toward the grain boundary should be greater than the stress field of the grain boundary,
in order to be able to pass the boundary. As can be seen form Figure 8, the stress field is singular at the
center of the boundary, as expected. Thus, the stress field does not have a long-range effect and is more
localized around the core of the boundary. The curve in Figure 8 can be curve fitted with a power law
equation σ ∝ 1/rn with n = 1.27. This shows a faster decay of the stress field of the grain boundary
when compared to the long-range stress field of a single dislocation where n = 1. Since the stress field
is singular at the center of the boundary, a cutoff corresponding to the strength of the boundary is
assumed. As was explained earlier, the strength of the grain boundaries for copper in this work is
considered to be 350 MPa. This internal stress behavior is verified by the nanoindentation results
by SPM image in experimental study section, where it is shown that the hardness close to the grain
boundary is more than the hardness in the middle of the grain, far from the grain boundary.

By considering the behavior of the internal stress field described above and the fact that in
VPSC–CDD each integration point is located at the center of each grain (Figure 4), the negligible
effect of the back stress field of the grain boundary on the overall stress-strain behavior is justifiable
(Figure 8). However, this effect is more pronounced in the vicinity of the grain boundary and will have
implications for a more accurate treatment and modeling of the grain boundary-dislocation interaction
at finer scales.
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5. Experimental Study

In order to illustrate the capability of the model to predict the grain boundary slip transmission
conditions, the results from nanoindentation experiments on annealed polycrystalline Cu are presented
below. Nanoindentation tests were performed using a Hysitron TI900 Triboscope on a 99.999% pure
polycrystalline copper sample. In an effort to obtain larger grains and to reduce dislocation populations
in the sample, the sample was annealed in an air furnace at 700 ◦C for 72 h and then furnace cooled to
room temperature. The sample was then mechanically polished down to about 1 µm, before being
electropolished using an electrolyte of 1:1 phosphoric acid and deionized water. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) analysis on the samples prepared using a similar method has a dislocation density
of approximately 2 × 1013 m−2. This value is used as the initial average dislocation density in the
model. Figure 10 shows the electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) analysis on a sampled area of
the electropolished polycrystalline copper sample. It can be seen from the inversed pole figure (IPF)
scan that the grains are approximately equiaxed and the average grain size is ~65 µm. In addition, the
pole figures from different projections of the scanned area demonstrated that the grains are randomly
oriented. According to the above EBSD analysis, the polycrystalline Cu sample prepared for the
nanoindentation experiment satisfies the assumption for the model that the initial microstructure of
the polycrystal is random.
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Figure 10. Inversed pole figure (IPF) representation of an EBSD scan over an arbitrary area in the Cu
sample and the corresponding pole figures in 111, 100, and 110 projections. Nanoindentation tests were
carried out on grain A and B indicated in the IPF scan.

A cube corner probe, which is an inverted pyramid having an included angle of 90◦, was used for
the nanoindentation tests. A simple load-hold-unload schedule was used. The load was increased at a
constant rate of 400 µN/s to the maximum load, Pmax. This load was held for 10s, before unloading
at a constant rate of −400 µN/s. Two different Pmax values were used in this study. A higher Pmax

at 2000 µN was used to make larger indents in order to qualitatively study the plastic deformation
zone surrounding the indent, whereas a lower Pmax at 500 µN was used to quantitatively study the
mechanical property, especially the hardness, H, of the sample.

The location of the indents can be pre-selected with the help of the scanning probe microscopy
(SPM) image acquired using the indenter probe right before making an indent. Using this technique,
the location of the indent can be made within about 100nm from the desired location. This allows for a
relatively precise placement of the nanoindents in the proximity from a selected grain boundary.

Indentations were made on two adjacent grains randomly selected based on their large size
(>100 µm), rather than their specific orientations. The grains selected for indentation are indicated as
grain A and B in Figure 10. The Euler angles (φ1, φ, φ2) of these two grains are (355.2◦, 37.6◦, 123.8◦)
for grain A and (176.4◦, 49.6◦, 164.0◦) for grain B. Fifty indents were made on each of the two adjacent
grains, at least 45 µm away from any grain boundaries. Indentations were also made close to (center
of the indent <3 µm from) the grain boundary between grain A and B. The interaction between the
plastic deformation zone created by the indent and the grain boundary of interest were examined
through EBSD and SPM imaging obtained immediately after the indentation test using the cube-corner
indenter probe. The EBSD scans are presented according to the intensity of the geometrically necessary
dislocations (GNDs) of the examined areas (Figure 11). The heavy deformation within the indent and
the material pile-up around the indent leads to difficulties in obtaining a solution for crystal orientation
in these areas, which are shown as black pixels in the figures.
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Figure 11. GND intensity representation of EBSD scans of areas around the near grain boundary indent
on (a) grain A and (b) grain B. The indent mark is approximately outlined with dotted lines. Arrow in
Figure (b) indicates the higher GND concentration across the grain boundary on grain A.

These same indents were also examined using SPM and are shown in Figure 12. Typical indents
made with Pmax = 2000 µm in grain A and B without a significant influence from the grain boundaries
are shown in Figure 12a(i),b(i), respectively. The projected area of these indents is about the same and
is equivalent to a circle having a radius of 0.52 µm. In addition, the in-plane plastic deformation zone
around these two indents is approximately circular, having a radius of 1.96 µm. SPM images of the
indents on grain A and B near the grain boundary between these grains are shown in Figure 12a(ii),b(ii).
The plastic deformation zone around the indent made on grain A appears abruptly terminated at
the same grain boundary, such that no plastic deformation is observable on grain B (Figure 12a(ii)).
This is clearly demonstrated from the significant material pile-up between the indent and the grain
boundary observed from the cross-section profile of a plane from the SPM image that cut across this
indent and the grain boundary which is indicated as X-X’ in Figure 13a. Further, as observed from
Figure 11a, there is a high intensity of GND between this indent on grain A and the grain boundary,
while there is no observable increase of GND intensity on the other side of the grain boundary. On the
other hand, when the indent was made on grain B, slip transmission is clearly observed across the
grain boundary into grain A. The plastic deformation zone associated with this indent that appears
to have transmitted across the grain boundary is somewhat distorted, as observed in the SPM image
(Figure 12b(ii)). In addition, the cross-section profile of a plane cutting across this indent on grain B and
the grain boundary (indicated as X-X’) on the SPM image shows that there is material pile up between
the indent and the grain boundary, as well as on the other side of the grain boundary (Figure 13b).
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This observation suggests that some material that piles up between the indent and the grain
boundary had propagated through the grain boundary. The GND intensity map around this indent
(Figure 11b) also shows an observation in agreement with the observation that there is a high
GND concentration on both sides of the grain boundary near the indent on grain B, indicating
that deformation in that area is somewhat relieved, likely through slip across the grain boundary.
Similar dual slip transmission behavior across grain A and B has also been reported in other studies,
e.g., [39,40], which can be related to the different back stress field of the grain boundary, as discussed
earlier. To simplify the analysis, we now consider the slip transmission of the same grain boundary
from the two grains separately. The hardness value, H, calculated using the Oliver-Pharr method from
the unloading part of the indentation curve [41] of the indent made near the grain boundary in grain
A shown in Figure 12a(ii) was 1.39 GPa, and H of the indent far from any grain boundary in grain A
shown in Figure 12a(i) was 0.89 GPa. The indent made on grain B shown in Figure 12b(ii) was 1.37 GPa
and H of the indent within grain B shown in Figure 12b(i) was 0.45 GPa. The above H comparisons
suggest a possible grain boundary elastic back stress field effect, as predicted by the model, such that
the H value close to the grain boundary (less than 50b) is higher than that from the grain interior when
it is far away from the boundary. In order to get better statistics on the H measurements, 50 indents
were made within the two grains using Pmax = 500 µN. These indents are smaller in size compared
to those shown in Figures 11 and 12 and so more indents could be made in the same grains. The H
measurements obtained from these smaller indents are listed in Table 2. The higher H values obtained
using a lower Pmax are likely to be the result of an indentation size effect. Nevertheless, the results
obtained from these sets of indentation data using Pmax = 500 µN also demonstrated a grain boundary
hardening effect. As hardness is directly proportional to the yield stress, σy, of a material [42]:

H = Cσy (25)

where C is a constant approximately equal to three when the deformation is fully plastic [43].
The indentation results above demonstrated that the yield stress is higher (σy = 0.63 GPa) when
slip transmission is blocked at a grain boundary from grain A to grain B, whereas the yield stress is
lower (σy = 0.57 GPa) when slip transmission across a grain boundary from grain B to grain A is
allowed. It is worth noting that even though the near grain boundary, indents made using the two
different Pmax values were both placed at about 1.5 µm from the same grain boundary, the difference
between the H values obtained near and far from this grain boundary is much higher (two orders of
magnitude higher) when a lower Pmax = 500 µN is used (Table 2). The H values near the same grain
boundary were only about two to three times higher than that obtained far from any grain boundaries
when a higher Pmax = 2000 µN was used (Figure 10). This is likely to be the result of a more significant
effect from the interaction between the highly concentrated GND within a smaller stressed volume
created by a smaller indent and the dislocations near or at the grain boundary, leading to a much
higher apparent H value near the grain boundary. In the case when using a higher Pmax = 2000 µN, the
corresponding stressed volume is larger, ‘diluting’ the hardening effect due to the interaction between
the GND around the indent and the dislocations at the grain boundary. In addition, a larger stressed
volume around a larger indent made with a higher Pmax has a higher chance of interacting with the
grain boundary under the sample surface if the grain boundary is not perpendicular to the sample
surface, causing slip transmission across the grain boundary under the surface that may lead to a
lower H value. This effect, however, would not be observable from non-destructive defect analysis
such as SEM or SPM. This observation is in agreement with the simulated tension test results shown
in Figure 4. Close observations from Figure 4 show that the strength is ~10 MPa higher when only
four grains were considered. As the slip transmission across the grain boundary depends on the
orientations, misorientation between grains, etc., the more grains being considered, the more varieties
of hardening factors become important, ‘diluting’ the significance of each factor on the potential grain
boundary effect. The nanoindentation experiment described above practically tested only one grain
boundary as the indents are so small that influences from any other grain boundaries, except the one
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nearby, can be considered to be negligible. Therefore, the higher hardness measured from the indent
near the grain boundary on both grains compared to those made within the corresponding grains is
likely to be an acceptable measurement, rather than an outliner.

As discussed above, the dual grain boundary slip transmission behaviors depending on which
of the adjacent grains the indents were made have been reported in the literature and in prior works
performed by the current authors. If Equation (11) is a plausible prediction for slip transmission across
a grain boundary, slip transmission observed from grain B to grain A suggests that the dislocation flux
is in the direction from grain B to grain A. This implies that the initial mobile dislocation density is
higher in grain B. This is a reasonable assumption as TEM examinations of a similar Cu sample have
shown that the dislocation density could be different from grain to grain and dislocation clusters or a
higher dislocation density were also observed from some grains, as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Bright field TEM images showing (a) an area of a dislocation rich region and (b) an area of a
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close to {111}.

Table 2. Hardness measurements on grain A and B using Pmax = 500 µN.

H (GPa) of Indent Made in Grain A H (GPa) of Indent Made in Grain B

Far from any grain boundaries (n = 50) * 1.89, standard deviation = 0.09 1.70, standard deviation = 0.11
Near the same grain boundary (n = 1) * 94.72 (at ~2.0 µm from the grain boundary) 113.34 (at ~1.5 µm from the grain boundary)

* n = the number of indents made to obtain the mean and standard deviation of the sets of data above.

6. Conclusions

This work has introduced a dislocation density-based model for slip transfer across grain
boundaries with a new approach. A continuum dislocation density-based model is coupled with crystal
plasticity formulation to characterize the dislocation flux grain boundary interaction phenomena for
polycrystalline copper with different numbers of grains. The model considers the orientation of grain
boundaries, slip systems of neighboring grains, and the state of shear stress on all available slip systems
in order to determine which slip system has enough potential to display dislocation flux from that
specific grain boundary. Additionally, the stress field of the grain boundary and dislocation pileups is
modeled to have a better understanding of the strength of the grain boundary and the stress field in its
vicinity. By introducing Nye’s tensor, the extended stress field induced by the pileups and the grain
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boundary is calculated using Mura’s integral equations, which in turn is introduced as back stress in
the expression for the resolved shear stress for slip. It is shown that the extended stress field is more
dominant close to the boundary and fades away very quickly far away from the boundary. The results
show that while the strength of the boundary has a significant effect on the macroscopic stress-strain
behavior, the effect of the extended stress field is negligible. In order to illustrate the capability of the
model to predict the grain boundary slip transmission conditions, a series of nanoindentation tests
was performed on a copper sample. The results from the nanoindentation results and EBSD and SPM
imaging clearly show slip transmission across the grain boundary, verifying the dislocation flux model.
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